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Abstract. This study analyzes the pattern of dividend payout ratio of the 

companies that are listed in National Stock Exchange of India. This study is 

based on 30 companies from each category of capitalization such as large cap, 

mid cap and small cap during the period of 2014-2015, 2015-2016.This study 

took various financial parameters such as Corporate tax, profitability, Sales 

growth, Debt to equity ratio & Cash flow position by analyzing the annual 

reports of all the companies and found out the relationship between Standard & 

Adjusted dividends payout ratio with those parameters. It will be useful for both 

the Investors and the company managers to take decisions based on the results 

obtained from the analysis. Investors can invest in the sector which gives more 

dividend payout whereas company managers can decide the amount of 

dividends to be issued based on financial performance of their company by 

analyzing the results of the study. This paper identifies that Dividend payout 

ratio is the function of Profit Margin, Sales growth & tax for all three (small, 

mid & large) capitalization sectors. This paper is the first to segregate 

companies based on capitalization and do an analysis on the determinants of 

dividends by companies so that investors will get a clear knowledge about the 

estimates of dividends on each capitalization sectors.  
Keywords: Dividend payout ratio, Market Capitalization, Profit margin. 

 

1 Introduction 

 
Dividends policy has always been the most debatable subject in the financial indus-try. 

There are many models explaining the factors that determine the dividend payout to the 

managers while making their decisions. Dividend policy is the amount of cash flow 

distributed to various shareholders every year by the industries. A proper dividend policy 

management always has an impact on price of the share and shareholders wealth. 
 

Income generated by company can be used for investment in operating assets, for 
paying back the debt and/or distributing to various shareholders in the form of divi-
dends. The problem that will arise if company plans to issue dividends is whether they 
should give cash dividends or they should buy back shares by giving cash and the pro-
portion of the amount to be spent in dividends. This paper analyzes these problems by 
examining the dividend pattern of small, mid & large capitalization sectors of India. 

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Black [1] argues that “Dividend examination is always a puzzle with pieces that 

do not fit together”. After his publication the research made on policy of dividends by 
using various theoretical and empirical models has increased dramatically. 

 
Bernstein [2] and Aivazian and Booth [3] looked into this puzzle and found many 

questions unanswered. There has been rising opinion that dividend payments cannot be 
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explained in a single way. Companies should pay dividend for various reasons (i) it 
replicates the financial wellbeing of the company (ii) it looks attractive for the 
investors who need current income (iii) it determines the market price of the share. 

 
Many factors may affect the dividend payout decisions. Based on the literature re-

view these are the factors taken into consideration. 
 

Corporate Profitability is always been considered as the primary indicator for a 
company to pay dividends. Linter [4] and Baker et.al [5] says that payment pattern of 
a company is influenced by earnings of current year.Amidu and Abor [6] found 
relation-ship to be positive for corporate profitability and dividend payout ratios. 

 
Cash flow position is another determinant to measure payouts of dividends. If the 

company has poor position in liquidity then it has very less dividends due to no 
availa-bility of cash.Alli.et.al [7] says that payments of dividend depends more on 
cash flows which explains the ability of the firm to pay as it is not influenced by 
practices of accounting. 

 
Models which are adjusted for tax presumes that investors always require higher 

expected returns on shares which pay dividend regularly. Modigliani [8] argues that effect 

of collective clients are responsible for the changes in the composition of a port-

folio.Masulis and Trueman’s [9] model says that liability of tax increases/decreases, 

preference for payment of dividends also increases/decreases.Amidu and Abor [6] also 

found relationship to be positive between tax and dividend payout ratios. 
 

Sales growth may also have an effect on dividend payout ratios. Higgins [10] show 

that there is a direct link between growth and the financial needs of the company. He  
[11] also argued that dividend payout ratio has negative relationship with firm’s need 
of funds to finance their opportunities to grow. 

 
Debt to Equity ratio signifies the proportional amount of equity and debt used for 

financing company’s assets. This ratio is called as risk, Leverage or gearing. Pruitt and 

Gitman [12] shows that dividend policy will be affected by risk.Dhillon [13] found in 

some industries there is a positive relationship whereas there is a negative relationship in 

some industries between leverage and payouts.Rozeff, Lloyd et.al [14] found that the firms 

which have higher level of risk will give only dividends at a very lower rate. 
 

In summary, the literature review shows out that profitability, tax, cash flow, sales 
growth and ratio of debt to equity may have an effect on the ratio of dividend payout. 
This study analyses the determinants of standard payout ratio as well as the extended 
payout ratio in which the denominator consists of net income and depreciation. 
Depre-ciation effects will be more for manufacturing industries in order to balance all 
indus-tries extended payout ratio is considered. 

 
 

 

3 METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 

In order to be consistent with the measures of the previous research, Profitability, 

Cash flow, Tax, Sales growth and dividend payout ratios are taken from the study of  
Amidu and Abor [6].Myers and Bacon’s [15] has been taken for the measurement of 
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debt to equity. The study applied co relational and non-experimental design research. 

The model of dividend payout is as follows  
Div=b0+b1*Prof+b2*Tax+b3*Cash+b4*Growth+b5*Risk+€  

Where b0 is the equation of regression and b1, b2, b3, b4, b5 are the coefficients 

of profitability, tax, cash flow, sales growth and risk (D/E). 

 

   TABLE 1 
 

   
 

 VARIABLES DEFINITIONS 
 

    
 

. 
Profitability 

Earnings before Interest and Tax/To- 
 

tal Assets  

  
 

   
 

 Corporate Tax Corporate tax/Net profit before tax 
 

    
 

 
Cash Flow 

Log of Cash flow from operating ac- 
 

 
tivities  

   
 

 
Sales Growth 

(Current sales-previous sales)/Previ- 
 

 
ous sales  

   
 

 Debt   to Equity 
Total Liabilities/Shareholder’s equity  

 ratio  
 

   
 

 Standard Dividend 
Yearly Dividends/Net income after  

 Payout ratio  

 
tax  

   
 

 Adjusted Dividend Yearly Dividends/(Net income after 
 

 Payout ratio tax + depreciation) 
 

 

The study took data from approximately 250 financial reports of small, mid &large 

capitalization sectors in India.30 Samples are taken for each sectors from capital line 

by using random sampling methodology. The hypothesis are tested using numerical 

and financial data submitted by companies to the Securities and Exchange 

Commission of India.  
Table 2 shows the statistics results for all regression variables. This gives the 

average of all the variables that are taken from financial statements. The average 

Stand-ard dividend payout is found out to be 29.4 % for small cap, 32 % for mid cap, 

29.8% for large cap Sectors. This means on an average small, mid & large cap sectors 

pay 29.4,32 & 29.8 percentage of their profits as dividends respectively. The average 

ad-justed dividend payout is found to be 22.5, 24.9, 25.2 percentage for small, mid & 

large cap sectors respectively.  
The cash flow which is taken as a logarithm of operating activities has a mean 

of 4.64, 5.26, and 6.52 for small, mid & large cap sectors respectively. The mean tax 

paid by small, mid & large cap sectors are 29.2, 23.8 & 24.7 percentage respectively. 

The average growth in sales for small, mid & large cap sectors are 9.1, 0.2 & 14.9 

percentage respectively. The mean value of Debt to Equity for small, mid& large cap 

are 0.64, 0.56 & 0.34 respectively. 
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TABLE 2 

 

Variables Small Cap Mid Cap Large Cap 

 Aver- Std.dev Average Std.dev Average Std.dev 
 age      

Prof 0.18 0.13 0.16 0.1 0.18 0.14 

Tax 0.29 0.15 0.24 0.1 0.25 0.10 

Cash 4.64 2.13 5.26 1.2 6.52 2.28 

Grow 0.09 0.1 0.01 0.18 0.15 0.23 

D/E 0.64 1.06 0.57 0.97 0.34 0.93 

Standard 0.29 0.18 0.32 0.27 0.30 0.17 

Payout       

Adjusted 0.23 0.17 0.25 0.24 0.25 0.16 

Payout       

 
 
 

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
There is a significant positive relationship between Profitability and both standard  

& adjusted dividend payout. Dividends payout of Small & midcap sectors has a 

strong relationship with profitability whereas large cap sectors show slightly less 

significant than the two. This shows that large cap sectors being a value based stocks 

need to give less dividends in profit to the shareholders to maintain their reputation.  
There is no significant relationship between cash flow and dividends payout 

found in all three sectors. Amidu and Abor [6] found a positive relationship between 

cash flow and dividends payout in the sectors of Ghana. We found only 0.03, 0.02, 

0.02 negative relationship with standard payouts and 0.03, 0.01, 0.008 negative 

relationship with adjusted payouts which is very negligible.  
There is a positive relationship between tax and dividends paid for midcap & 

large cap sectors. Midcap shows a strong correlation of 0.76 and 0.29 for standard & 

adjusted payout of dividends respectively. Large cap shows a slightly less correlation 

of 0.116 and 0.217 for standard & adjusted payout of dividends respectively. The 

rela-tionship of tax and dividends for small cap sector is found to be negative. Small 

cap sectors are subjected to some kind of tax exemptions which make the investors 

inter-ested in those sectors, if there is tax increase then dividends payout will 

decrease, as their profit margin is low.  
There is a significant negative relationship between sales growth and both 

Stand-ard & adjusted payout of dividends for small, mid & large cap sectors 

respectively. This shows that if the industries decided to plan for future sales growth 

then the dividends distributed by them will decrease significantly.  
There is no significant relationship found between debt to equity and Dividend 

payouts for small, mid & large cap sectors respectively. This shows that decision 

taken to pay dividends will not be affected by the proportion of borrowings 

companies have with respect to equity. 
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TABLE 3  
 

Standard Payout-Small Cap  

 Coefficients Std Error 
   

Constant 0.473 0.117 

Prof 0.404 0.456 

Cash -0.031 0.015 

Tax -0.022 0.202 

Growth -0.773 0.326 

D/E -0.026 0.031 

 TABLE 4  
   

Adjusted Payout-Small Cap 
   

 Coefficients Std Error 
   

Constant 0.393 0.113 

Prof 0.640 0.441 

Cash -0.025 0.014 

Tax -0.137 0.195 

Growth -0.618 0.315 

D/E -0.041 0.029 

 TABLE 5  
   

Standard Payout-Mid Cap 
   

 Coefficients Std Error 
   

Constant 0.119 0.223 

Prof 0.964 0.530 

Cash -0.018 0.034 

Tax 0.768 0.520 

Growth -0.552 0.320 

D/E -0.0675 0.072 

 TABLE 6  
 

Adjusted Payout-Mid Cap 
   

 Coefficients Std Error 
   

Constant 0.055 0.197 

Prof 1.290 0.469 

Cash -0.012 0.030 
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 Tax 0.299 0.460 

 Growth -0.536 0.283 

 D/E -0.032 0.064 

   TABLE 7   
      

 Standard Payout-Large Cap 
      

   Coefficients  Std Error 
      

 Constant 0.336 0.149 

 Prof 0.394 0.278 

 Cash -0.006 0.016 

 Tax 0.116 0.345 

 Growth -0.188 0.150 

 D/E -0.042 0.039 

   TABLE 8   
    

 Adjusted Payout-Large Cap 
      

   Coefficients  Std Error 
      

 Constant  0.300  0.140 

 Prof  0.496  0.263 

 Cash  -0.008  0.016 

 Tax  0.217  0.327 

 Growth  -0.116  0.142 

 D/E  -0.034  0.037 

 
Dependent Variable=Standard Payout and Adjusted Payout 

 
Prof=Profitability 

 
Cash=Cash flow 

 
Tax=Corporate Tax 

 
Growth=Sales Growth 

 
D/E=Debt to Equity Ratio 

 
 

 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

 
This study is done to understand the determinants that affect the dividend payout ratios 

of small, mid & large capitalization sectors of India.Inorder to rule out the depre-ciation 

differences between manufacturing and service industries both adjusted and 
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standard dividend payout determinants are examined. Even though relationship be-

tween some determinants and dividend payout are not the same for all three sectors, 

we found that the significant relationship is found only in same determinants for all 

the three sectors of India. 

 

6 LIMITATIONS 

 

As the study is correlational and not based on any experiments (no conditions 

are assigned to participants) Independent variable (eg.tax) and dependent variable 

(eg.adjusted dividend payout ratio) cannot be established definitely. Therefore only a 

suggestion can be given for the link between the two variables. As it is done by 

random sampling the findings may vary when the sample increases. 
 
 
 

7 FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Future research can extend this study apart from India. Other determinants like 

Price-Earnings ratio, Market to Book value can also be considered to find out whether 

there is any significant relationship between the dividends and the determinants. Non-

linear relationship between the determinants and dividends can also be examined. 
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